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LaDonna Marie Hampton is a passionate Early 

Childhood Literacy mental health advocate who 

believes in encouragement and self-improvement to 

nurture happiness and success in our everyday lives. 

She currently lives in Clayton County, Georgia where 

she finds fulfillment working closely with the public as 

A Library Assistant, a Youth Service assistant for 

Clayton County Library System, a literacy coach, a 

teen mentor and a certified Medical Assistant. 

Ladonna understands the importance of interpersonal 

relations, using her 10 years of customer service and 

administrative experience to cultivate an enthusiasm 

for engaging face to face.  

 

 

LaDonna commits her time to helping people in the area where she grew up, having 

graduated from Mundy’s Mill High School in Jonesboro and studied early childhood 

education at Southern Crescent Technical College. Her grassroots mentality fuels her 

dedication to bringing resources and opportunities to those in her community who need 

it most.  

 

As a working mother of a 13-year-old son, LaDonna is no stranger to the importance of 

self-care and staying down-to-earth. To share her knowledge and help empower 

people, she wrote a book centered on personal growth and mindful mental health, 

adding ‘author’ to the many hats she already wears. In her work she invites readers to 

“grow intentionally on purpose” and to examine how the ways we cope with life can 

equip us for success with less stress. 

 

LaDonna works to inspire people as an independent consultant by hosting Vision board/ 

Dream execution parties, using visualization as a tool to embolden people to lead the life 

they want to live. She believes in the power of affirmations.  

LaDonna strives to lead people to resources for everyday life by conducting Computer 

Basic classes in areas of email basics, introduction to internet, Word, Powerpoint and 

excel, using her 6 years Library assistant experience to spread light in the sometimes 

chaotic society that we live in today.  
 

 

 


